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Meeting Preview: Blain Barton from the local Microsoft office
will demonstrate how to set up a WordPress site at Microsoft
Azure. Bob Lafave will have the usual Windows Q & A for the
first 30 minutes.
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By William LaMartin, Editor, Tampa PC Users Group
william@lamartin.com
I have had two problems recently that involved computers with
two monitors. One was on my Windows 7 desktop, the other on
my Windows 8 desktop. It took a while to figure out the cause
of the problems, with the solutions coming from the Internet
and Merle Nicholson (who, I believe, got his solution from the
Internet).
On the Win 7 computer, the problem was that the computer
started booting with the right-hand monitor as the main monitor with all the desktop icons etc. I would then set the left-hand
monitor as the main monitor in the place where you do that, and
everything would be as I wanted. Unfortunately, on a subsequent boot the main monitor had again moved to the right-hand
one. This is not supposed to happen. I tried all sorts of solutions, such as switching which port the monitors were connected
to, but the problem persisted. Then Merle did some research
and came up with the possibility that an installation of MicroComments........Continued on page 2

July Meeting: To be announced
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Minutes of the May Meeting
By Merle Nicholson, Secretary,
Tampa PC Users Group
merle@merlenicholson.com

T

he Windows Special Interest Group (SIG)
opens our monthly meeting. The SIG moderator, Bob LaFave, introduces new or little
known products and technological developments for
discussion by the group. He accepts questions and
requests for help in solving problems from attendees. This month Bob extended this time to cover the
month’s presentation.
Bob covered a wide variety of PC subjects, starting
with a walkthrough of Windows 8. Bob’s version of
Windows 8 on his notebook has Start8 installed to
restore the missing Start menu of Windows 7. He demonstrated several browsers, Windows 8 new Performance monitor and Performance Index.
He then showed ATTO disk benchmarks and talked
about the advantages of SSD, and then explained IDE,
SATA I, II and III. He moderated a discussion of wireless networking, private and public and those settings.
He had brought in a show-and-tell directional wireless
antenna.
Then he went on to a variety of other subjects: Windows step recording, NTI Echo disk cloner, Windows
System Image software and Windows 8 Restore to remove everything and reinstall Windows 8. There were
several other subjects of wide interest. Bob conducted
a very interesting and entertaining session with good
group participation. 

Comments..........Continued from page 1

soft Live Mesh was causing the problem. Microsoft
had discontinued Live Mesh, and I had uninstalled it.
So how could it be causing a problem? Well, it was
actually still there but hidden as part of Live Essentials 2011. After I followed the suggestion Merle had
found, to simply go into Programs and Features and
Comments.......Continued on page 7
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Buying a New PC?
By Merle Nicholson, Secretary,
Tampa PC Users Group
merle@merlenicholson.com

T

his month, I’d like to talk about Operating
Systems. We’ll start with XP.

XP Maybe you’re not too concerned, but there’s one
upcoming event that you should be watching. It’s the
end of support for Windows XP. That’s April 8, 2014,
less than a year from now. That’s the day that Microsoft stops patching the OS for updates and security
improvements.
Why should that concern you? Well, Windows XP is
vulnerable enough now, but I am advising you now
that without security patches your computer is more
vulnerable to outside attacks than ever. Another problem is that as time marches on your chances of buying
compatible devices lessen. In April basically all manufacturers’ new device drivers will stop as well. Most
have stopped long ago anyway.
What to do? Well, you can buy a new computer or
install a new operating system on your old computer.
The operating systems available to you are (in my
own order of preference) Windows 7, Ubuntu, Chromium and a dead doubtful last – Windows 8. More
on Windows 8 later. If your hard drive is more than
three years old, I advise replacing it and keeping your
old one as a backup to avoid putting your XP system
at risk. If you have a slow or weak computer, Ubuntu
may be the very best option.
XP - Installing Windows 7 on an old computer: Fortunately there is some help here. There’s a Windows 7
compatibility survey program available from Microsoft. (There’s one for Windows 8, too.) This program
scans your hardware and software and tells you in
some detail what will work and what will not. The #1
thing to look at is if you can run the x64 bit version or
the x32 bit version. They are sold separately, so you
buy the 64 bit version if the system is compatible, the
32 if not. Start with the Windows 7 upgrade advisor
download at
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http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows/downloads/upgrade-advisor and
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows7/help/
upgrading-from-windows-xp-to-windows-7#T1=tab01
XP – Installing Ubuntu, a version of Linux: This
can be a breeze or it can be hard, depending on what
you do with your computer. The mostly easy part is
that you can install the Ubuntu OS onto a flash drive
and resolve any compatibility problems without
putting your current system at risk. If you use your
computer for mainly Internet use or Google apps and
email, Skype and IM, Chrome, photos and movies,
Netflix and Amazon Prime, then Ubuntu is an excellent choice. All these things are dead easy, as well as
LibreOffice, an excellent MS Office-compatible word
processor, spreadsheet and presentation editor. All of
these things I mention are free. No cost whatsoever.
Now if you already do more than the above with your
computer, there are endless varieties of programs
available, and if it’s critical for you, start your research on available software. There’s a very surprising
amount of commercial and free software that will run
on Ubuntu. There are thousands available for free.
And the Chrome browser may solve many of these
software needs. See Chrome Browser below.
XP – Installing Chromium OS. This OS and it’s sibling Ubuntu are becoming more and more viable for
the average user. The reason is the suddenly popular
migration to cloud computing. As you find yourself
using cloud services and storage more, Ubuntu and
Chromium and Chrome are leveling the environment.
With these OSes, all you need is a very good web
browser not named Internet Explorer. Chromium is a
variation of Ubuntu, modified to load a slightly different package of programs by default and to emphasize
Chrome as the browser of choice. (See the paragraph
on Chrome Browser below.) The idea is to emulate the
Chrome OS installed on computers sold by Google,
Samsung, HP and Acer Chromebooks. The Chromebooks OS itself is a variation of Ubuntu. You can’t buy
the Google Chromebook OS, but the next best thing is
Ubuntu with Chrome installed or Chromuim OS.
XP – Installing Windows 8. Well maybe, I doubt it,
New PC.......Continued on page 4
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New PC..........Continued from page 3

but you need to read a later section on Windows 8.
The Windows 8 Upgrade Advisor is at
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-8/
upgrade-to-windows-8
Buying a New Computer
Buying a new computer, the OS choices are for a
computer without an Apple logo on it: Windows 7,
Windows 8 and Chromebook. With an Apple logo:
Mac OS X.
Let’s start with a little graphic of computers in current use in the US (about 300 million) and 1 billion
worldwide: This is a graph of the currently installed
operating systems. Surprised? Windows XP is still

pretty huge, and the combined Mac OS X at 6.5% is
pretty stable over many years and not growing. Ubuntu, Chromium and Chromebook OS, by the way, are
imbedded in that 2.14% “Other,” along with others.
What the graphic does not tell you is that the Windows
8 slice is slowly growing, as is the Windows 7 share.
The Windows XP share is dropping as corporations
migrate in favor of Windows 7. Remember that the
retail sales of computer OSs ( XP, 7 and now Windows
8) is a very small part of Microsoft’s income. The
Windows 8 slice is small, but that’s expected.
Before the Windows 8 share gets bigger, it has to
become what Windows 7 is now to XP. That’s a very
long way off, and it may never make it at all. That’s
because Windows 8 has no appeal to any corporation
trying to manage thousands of personal computers.
The transition to touchscreen is just prohibitively expensive with no established productivity improvement.
New computer - Windows 7 Buying a computer with
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Windows 7 x64 is risk free. If you can find one. New
computers with Windows 7 are out there, but you
have to look. My guess is that Microsoft is providing
Windows 8 software to manufacturers at a lower price
than Windows 7. You can downgrade Windows 8 to
Windows 7 only on the Windows 8 Pro version, using
the Windows 8 Pro license. Check on that first to make
sure it’s still available.
New computer – Windows 8 Windows 8 uses a tiled
interface designed for touchscreens. All your old and
new programs – menu selections and icons now are
on tiles on the Start Screen(s) that slide right and left.
You can group these tiles in categories and name the
categories. You cannot create a folder and drop tiles
into them to hide them. For instance I have a menu
selection I call “Stuff I never look at.” It’s one item on
a Windows 7 menu, but in Windows 8 it’s 40 tiles in a
group. I move past that 40-tile group all the time.
Staying in the tiled interface there are apps designed to
work well. At the moment you can view but two of the
Win 8 apps at a time, and one is always larger than the
other. Windows 8.1 will improve that some, perhaps to
4 equally-sized apps. All others must drop to the desktop where they work normally, but there is no menu
there. You must switch back to the tiled Start screens,
temporarily abandoning all that you’re doing on the
desktop. Yes, you can use a mouse. Many people really like the tiled interface. BUT. If you don’t have a
touchscreen, you’re going to have a very hard time
using Windows 8.
As an alternative to the tiled interface, you can get one
of a couple of Start Menu programs that do an excellent job of adding a traditional menu system to Windows 8. The ones I’ve used are excellent, and mostly
free or inexpensive. Here’s the catch. They’re somewhat technical. So you may need help getting it set up
and configured so it’s working satisfactorily.
I’ve read recently that only 20% of new computers
have touchscreens. I really am sympathetic to those
thousands of new computer buyers who have expectations that Windows 8 will work well out of the box
only to discover the interface needs a touchscreen to
New PC........Continued on page 5
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Internet Picture of the Month

An Old Plantation Home
The above is one of many thousands of photos by Jeff Lamb at Flikr. You may view many of his New Orleans
area photos at http://www.flickr.com/photos/fej/with/388214062/. Jeff died in 2011, so Flikr makes it possible
for one’s work to live on after them. My interest in the photo was because I photographed the house in the mid1970s. You might also note that Flikr has a new look.

work well.

Windows 8, you may not be able to tell that it’s not
Windows 7. But is it worth the trouble over a real
Windows 7? No. Definitely not.

When I’m asked about a new computer, I always say
to make sure you’re willing to pay the extra cost of
a touchscreen, or you’re not going to be happy. Adding a menu program is somewhat technical and you
may need help setting it up. On my own version of

Chrome Browser
Ok, I know the Chrome Browser isn’t an operating
system. This browser, available on a number of op-

New PC..........Continued from page 4

New PC.......Continued on page 8

June’s Interesting World Wide Web Locations
Tampa PC Users Group (that’s us)
Campaign Finance
The Rijksmuseum (Netherlands)
Disunion - The Civil War (New York Times)
Japanese Man Creates Amazing Art Using Excel

http://www.tpcug.org/
http://www.campaignmoney.com/
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2010/10/29/
opinion/20101029-civil-war.html?_r=0
http://kotaku.com/old-japanese-man-creates-amazing-artusing-excel-wait-499616608
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Gaming and You
By Brian Lance,
Tampa PC Users Group
master.pc.tech@gmail.com

G

ames. They serve as a way to blow off steam,
unwind, compete or even show an extreme
level of unsportsmanlike conduct. Games
can do all this and more! But this can get expensive.
Here’s how to get the games you want for PCs, and get
them on the cheap.
We start with the major platforms for PC: Steam
(http://store.steampowered.com/) and Desura (http://
www.desura.com/). Both allow you to search for
games by various criteria such as genre, price, or popularity, download and automatically update, interact
socially with other gamers, host a server where others
can connect to your game, get modifications to games
(“mods”) and much more.
One of the handy features of both is the ability to sign
in to your account on another computer, download a
copy of purchased (or free or gifted games) and play
them. On Steam, many games support SteamCloud,
which allows saved games and settings to follow your
login wherever you are. Currently, this is 100MB
per game, which should cover multiple save states
for most games. This also means less annoyance in
avoiding having to “back up” or otherwise find a way
to rescue your game saves, as there is no unified way
to do this with regular retail boxed games.
Steam also allows you to do a full backup of your
games, should you find the need. If you have a lot
of backup space, this can be a time saver vs. redownloading the games. This can also be useful when
migrating to a new PC or one that will not have net
access.
Some First-Person Shooters (FPS) can be upwards
of 8GB in size, so you might not want to simply add
those to every computer you own, but it can be nice to
have a casual game and its current state be available
on all your PCs.... well, maybe not the office computer!
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Some social features include your own nym (pseudonym) and homepage, joining groups, and in-game
chat with friends. Access to game guides and blogs
while a game is in progress has been useful to me.
Big Picture is a feature that’s handy if you have a large
monitor or are using a TV. It even allows a game controller to navigate the interface, making Steam more
like a jukebox of games.
The Steam Store page even has categories for under
$10 & $5. Some top titles go from $50 to $10 and
under in a year or two – see below. There are a bunch
of completely free-to-play titles on Steam; many of
these are MMORPG (Massive Multiplayer Online
Role-Playing Game) or FPS titles. With most (all?)
of these you can purchase extras, but basic gameplay
is still worth trying out. Some will limit the player
to a certain level of advancement without paying, but
nowhere near the underhanded and avaricious tactics
of game monetization with mobile gaming. This will
be covered in an upcoming article!
Desura’s interface is a bit less polished, but still makes
it easy to acquire and play games. One of its unique
features is that is can scan and add games to your account if they are already installed elsewhere on your
PC. Desura seems to center more around inexpensive
and indie games. Don’t let the indie appellation fool
you - I found some of my favorite games and developers this way.
Best to get both Desura and Steam. Search for major or new games on their interfaces, but use various
sites like these to get games on the cheap (and support
charities!): indiegala.com, humblebundle.com, indieroyale.com, indiegamebundles.com, bundlestars.com
With these, you typically get a mix of indie and commercial games as direct downloads on PC, Mac, Linux
and Android, as well as having them attached to your
Steam or Desura accounts. They have a low starting price and most bundles of games give you extras
(music, artwork) if you beat the average. Bundles will
typically be available for one day to a week. And the
average is typically less than $6, so it’s easy to give
freely to charity, developers, or the hosting site. You
can pay with diverse methods such as PayPal, Amazon, Google Wallet or even BitCoin. 
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Comments.........Continued from page 2

uninstall the Live Mesh feature from Windows Live
Essentials 2011, Live Mesh was truly removed, and I
could get my monitor changes to work.
The Win 8 problem was that often when I booted the
computer both monitors would display the blue Windows logo as if everything was fine, but after I was
presented with the login screen on my main monitor
and I had logged in, the right-hand monitor became
dark. My temporary solution was to simply restart the
computer, and then miraculously everything worked
as expected. Again an Internet search indicated that
when I shut down the computer I was not getting a
true shutdown and this caused a problem on the next
boot. The solution was to turn off the option of Fast
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Startup in Control Panel | Power Options | Choose what
the Power button does. After that I got true shutdowns
and had no more problems with the monitors.
TPCUG Windows Phone 8 app
Below are two screen captures of my Computer Group
Newsletters app in Win Phone 8, which I am porting
from my Windows Store app of the same name. So soon
(after I publish it) you may read all the old TPCUG
newsletters on your Windows 8 Phone. (You do have
one don’t you?) I don’t think I will include the feature
to search all the newsletters in the phone version as is
in the Windows 8 Store version since that would entail
packaging up the fairly large database (10.4 MB) necessary to do that with the phone app. 
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erating systems, kind of levels the field. It has a wide
variety of programs that run inside of the browser. So
if you have Chrome on a Windows machine, you have
the same Chrome in Ubuntu and other Linux, Android
telephones and tablets, the Chromebooks and Chromium OS. In my own Chrome I have: Netflix and the
usual Google stuff (Calendar, Maps, Gmail, Drive,
YouTube and Books). But I also have apps: TwistedWave (Sound editor), Write Space (Text Editor), Pixlr
Editor (Graphics editor), Drive Notepad (Text again),
draw.io (org charts .. excellent!) Google Docs (Word
Processor), Sheets (spreadsheet), Drawings, Slides,
Remote Desktop and Angry Birds. But guess what
… there are thousands more and mostly free. Many
have “Pro” versions with a small cost. Need a financial organizer? Try Mint or Cash Organizer. These are
not amateur applications. Most that I’ve looked at are
professionally written by established software companies. 
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